IB Diploma Calendar: 2013-2014

AUGUST

• 12—first draft of extended essay due
• 23—TOK II shared knowledge essay due
• 25—TOK I Unit 1 essay due (Turn it In)
• 26—TOK I philosopher presentation due
• 26—IB History: Internal Assessment topics approved (2013 candidates)

SEPTEMBER

• 1—TOK II: Essay on Prescribed Title topics released
• 4—TOK II corrected draft of extended essay submitted to chief advisor, uploaded to Turn It In (2014 candidates)
• 12—TOK II final draft of extended essay submitted, cover completed (2014 candidates)
• 19—TOK II Memory, Imagination, and Intuition essay due
• 22—TOK I: Perception essay due (Turn It In)
• 27—TOK II: Viva voce with chief advisor completed (2014 candidates)

OCTOBER

• —French/Spanish Individual Orals
• 8—ECON: IA article 1 selected
• 11—IB History: Internal Assessment Rough Draft
• 18—TOK I Language essay due (Turn It In)
• 22—TOK II Art essay due
• 22—ECON: IA article 1 rough draft due

NOVEMBER

• 1—ENG A Lit: World Lit paper due (external assessment)
• 7—ECON: IA article 1 final draft due
• 8—IB History: Internal Assessment final draft due
• 10—TOK I Reason essay due (Turn It In)
• —Music SL group performance: enter number of group performances to be assessed
• 21—**TOK II** Ethics essay due

**DECEMBER**

• 1—**Language A1**—send advance notice of works studied
• 6—**ECON**: IA article 2 selected
• 8—**TOK I** Emotion essay due (Turn It In)
• —**French/Spanish** Individual Orals
• 16—**TOK II EPT** outline due

**JANUARY**

• 9—**IB ENG**: Jr’s begin Individual Oral Project
• 13—**TOK II**: First copy of EPT due [Turn It In]
• 13—**ECON**: IA article 2 final draft due
• 15—**TOK I**: Presentation topics approved
• 17—**History of the Americas (juniors) Practice IA topic approved**
• 22—**TOK II**: Submission copy of EPT to Dr. Altazin
• 26—**TOK I** Natural Sciences essay due (Turn It In)

**FEBRUARY**

• 1—can begin posting predicted grade and IA scores on IBIS
• 10: **ENG A Lit**: Begin oral commentary
• 23—**TOK I** Mathematics essay due (Turn It In)
• 20-28—**TOK I** Presentations
• —**French/Spanish** in class writing assessment

**MARCH**

• —**French/Spanish** Individual Orals
• —**French/Spanish** in class writing assessment
• 13—**ART**: **IB Art Show**
• 13—**TOK I**: Begin Extended Essay process (2015 candidates)
• 15—**ECON**: IA final draft due
• 15—TOK II: Extended Essays arrive at examiners for assessment, each with a completed cover
• 15—TOK II: EPTs submitted electronically (2014 candidates)
• 15—Language A1 world lit papers arrive at examiners for assessment, each with a completed cover
• 15—Language B: written assignments and rationale submitted
• 17—HOA (juniors) all parts of practice IA submitted
• 20—TOK I: Extended Essay topic approved by supervisor
• 23—TOK I History essay due

APRIL

• 1—Environmental Systems IA due
• 2—Final HOA practice assessment due
• 7—ALL INTERNAL ASSESSMENTS SHOULD BE COMPLETED AND COPIES GIVEN TO DP COORDINATOR
• 4—TOK I preliminary research for EE turned in to advisor
• 10—All marks for internal assessments and predicted grades, including predicted scores for extended essays an theory of Knowledge
• 11—TOK I: Extended Essay annotated bibliography submitted to supervisor
• 14—TOK I Human Sciences Essay due (Turn It In)
• 20—all internal assessment samples (and appropriate forms) reach examiners
• 29—TOK I: Extended Essay research question submitted and approved by supervisor
• 30—Theatre: send research investigations, each with form 6/TRI (HL) or for 6/T proposal (SL), arrive at examiner
• 30—Music: musical link investigations, each with form 6/MLI, arrive at examiner

MAY

• —Last day for IB Diploma seniors
• 2 through 23—IB Examination period
• 9—TOK I: Extended Essay research question turned in and approved by supervisor
• 11—TOK I Arts essay due.

JULY

• 1—send requests for transcript results service to universities and colleges in US and Canada
• 5—issues results to schools and universities
• 6—results are made available to candidates via the IB public website